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DevOps
Are you motivated to improve team productivity by implementing continuous
integration solutions? Do you like managing cloud infrastructures? Do you enjoy
sharing your passion and know-how with other members of the team? Then join the
DigiTeam!

Our Mission
By developing invoice presentment, payment and Open Banking solutions in
partnership with integrators, invoicing & accounting software companies, Digiteal
helps its customers to get paid faster, more regularly and at a lower cost.

In other words, Digiteal is helping companies to use the "2024" best practices (by
reducing the ecological & economical waste of paper bills for ex) to finally improve
the user experience of consumers.

Our Company
Our Fintech is a payment institution certified by the National Bank of Belgium and a
European project. It is compliant with rigorous regulations of the financial sector, yet
you will be surprised, among other things, by our self-management type of
organization. At the heart of all our activities are trust and transparency towards our
employees, customers and investors.

Created in 2015 by the payment expert Cédric Nève, Digiteal is a scaleup with
notorious shareholders such as the Colruyt Group and Credendo. Take the
opportunity to participate in the early stages of the adventure with us.

Our clients are public and private companies, usually sending mass payment
requests (online payments, invoices, requests to pay, etc) such as E-commerces,
Water distribution companies, Energy, Hospitals, Municipalities, Marketplaces, etc.
Some references that you may know: Mozzeno, Elindus, DATS 24, Rombouts, Van Zon,
Symeta Hybrid, in BW, etc.
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Your role within Digiteal
As a devOps, you will integrate the dev team to take on various responsibilities.

▸ You maintain and improve the technical infrastructure of the company. You
are in charge of maintaining and evolving our cloud infrastructure (AWS) to
stay up-to-date with current technologies and adapt to new development
realities.

▸ You take care of the “on-premise” infrastructure and set up all the tools used
by the development and operations teams such as GIT, Artifactory, Sonar, ELK
Stack.

▸ You organize office networking and account management. This means setting
up the VPN configuration; organizing LDAP accounts, Google work accounts,
etc.

▸ Working closely with the developers, you lead the development of CI/CD
solutions to ease the development cycle.

▸ Working closely with the operations team, you organize the operational
monitoring with tools such as Dynatrace to improve development metrics, you
define rules and alerting to prevent issues. You monitor DB requests and usage
to prevent issues.

▸ Working with the security officer, you review vulnerabilities through our
dependencies and review the infrastructure to stay up to date with the latest
recommendations.

Your profile

I Must have
▸ You have a bachelor's degree, master's degree in IT orientation or equivalent

experience.
▸ You have a solid experience working in devOps; as a backend developer the

devOps world always interested you and you are looking to reorient yourself to
that field.

▸ You want to get involved in a project strongly focused on collective intelligence
and self-management. You are able to be autonomous while being a
teamplayer. Last but not least, you are able to achieve the targets assigned to
you.
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I You master the following technical fields:

AWS CI/CD

Unix administration Network infrastructure

RDBMS ELK Stack

Proficiency in English is required. A good command in French is appreciated but not
mandatory.

I Nice to have
▸ Experience with Docker / Git / Jenkins or other build pipelines
▸ Experience in network security
▸ Knowledge of Cloud HSM

I Additional points (bonus)
▸ Experience in backend development
▸ SQL databases design and optimization

Why Digiteal?

You have the opportunity to participate in an innovative European business project.

You will have an attractive salary package in line with your knowledge and experience
including a car, health insurance, group insurance, training package, etc.

You will enjoy a fulfilling work in a dynamic company respectful of the human person
(teal management believer).
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You can benefit from an environment that promotes learning and discovery.

You’re the one?! Let know us why: work@digiteal.eu

Practical information
Company HQ location : Walloon Brabant

Remote work is possible

Status : employee

https://linktr.ee/digiteal
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